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Technical observations of RossClark@shaw.ca 

 
Silver & Gold 

 
This has been an important week in the precious metals.  Silver generated a daily upside exhaustion alert on 
Wednesday.  The gold ETF (GLD) gapped up on Tuesday, and then produced an outside up reversal day on 
Wednesday.  Both circumstances imply that we are into the mode where they need to accelerate to the upside or 
suffer the most significant downside correction since the October lows.  For traders, we recommend stop losses 
at Wednesday’s low for gold and Thursday’s low for silver. 
 

Red bars identify outside reversals to the upside in the GLD following a gap up 
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Following gold’s breakout of the 10-month resistance line in January the mining stocks showed a negative 
divergence at the end of the month setting up the chance for a correction.  However, the stocks regained 
momentum by mid February, ending the bearish divergence.  Keep a close eye on this relationship over the 
coming weeks. 
 

Expanding megaphone patterns in gold 
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Since 1970 there have been 23 instances where silver generated daily upside exhaustion alerts.  Eight of those 
continued higher in a significant manner for an average of three weeks (including four that rallied in excess of 
50%).  While there is only a 25% chance that silver will continue higher in the immediate future, the extent of 
the upside potential overshadows the risk.   
 
As expected, Silver has been outpacing gold on the upside since October.  As long as the silver/gold ratio 
continues to improve without becoming excessive it is viewed as constructive for the complex. 
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The opinions in this report are solely those of the author.  The information herein was obtained from various sources; however we do not 
guarantee its accuracy or completeness. This research report is prepared for general circulation and is circulated for general information 
only. It does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who 
may receive this report. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities or investment 
strategies discussed or recommended in this report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. 
Investors should note that income from such securities, if any, may fluctuate and that each security’s price or value may rise or fall. 
Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
Neither the information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer to buy or sell any securities or options or futures contracts. Foreign 
currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related investment mentioned in this report. In 
addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, whose values are influenced by the currency of the underlying security, effectively assume 
currency risk. 
Moreover, from time to time, members of the Institutional Advisors team may be long or short positions discussed in our publications. 
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